
Hobart 6 July 2014 

RACE  1 : This is the first to kick off the night. We see the promising FRANCO SHEFFIELD (6) taking on 

the older horses for the first time. He has drawn a touch wide but will push forward so will be on the 

pace throughout and is clearly the one to beat. HOT BROMAC (1) battled away well on Monday night 

so if he can take advantage of the draw he can run a place. AVENTADOR (3) is having his second local 

run so expect him to improve so has to be an e/w chance. LOVETHELIFEYOULIVE (8) is having his first 

local run. He will get a good run through so has to be a chance for the exotics. DOEY DOEBACK (2) 

and ANINCHOFHISLIFE (5) are both racing well so they too are have good chances for exotics. 

TOP PICK : FRANCO SHEFFIELD (6) is back to his best so is the one to beat. 

DANGERS :  HOT BROMAC (1) from the draw has a great place chance along with ANINCHOFHISLIFE 

(5). 

ROUGHIE : AVENTADOR (3) expect him to improve here. 

RATINGS :  6 – 1 2 3 5 8 – 4 7 

 

RACE  2 : This is another good clash. We see the promising JABBER JAWZZZ (5) shooting for the three 

in a row. He will push forward and make a play for the top even if he has to sit parked he is still the 

one to beat. BRAVO CHARLIE (6) is racing very well but draws a touch wide so he will have to do the 

work again but is a danger. LE PREMIERE (3) has been good at past couple and from the draw has to 

be included in the exotics. WHO IS HARDEEN (1) has drawn ideally so if he takes advantage of it he 

will be in the finish.  ABOYCALLEDSU (7) has been hitting the line well at his past couple so can fill a 

first four placing here. 

TOP PICK : JABBER JAWZZZ (5) is the one to beat. 

DANGERS : BRAVO CHARLIE (6) look’s the danger along with WHO IS HARDEEN (1). 

ROUGHIE :  LE PREMIERE (3) is one at odds that can surprise. 

RATINGS : 5 – 1 6 – 3 7 – 2 4 

 

RACE  3 : This is a race for the fillies and mares. GEORGIASGRIN (4) was much better last week in 

where she found the lead and battled away well. She will be hoping to find the top again and if she 

does will take running down. ANGELA DE MARCO (6) finished midfield in that race after doing a bit of 

work. She will be hoping to get a better run here and if she does she will be in the finish. MISS 

GUENEVERE (7) will find this much easier than last run. She will be hoping to get a cart into the race 

and can finish strongly so has to be a chance. OUR ARTESIAN LILY (1) was a little disappointing last 

start but draws the pole here so if can hold up early can improve sharply. EBABE (5) knocked up after 

an easy run in front last start. She may not be a leader so will pay to give another chance as previous 

form was ok.  



TOP PICK : GEORGIASGRIN (4) much better last start so will take plenty of beating here. 

DANGERS : ANGELA DE MARCO (6) better suited here so is a big danger along with MISS GUENEVERE 

(7). 

ROUGHIE :  OUR ARTESIAN LILY (1) can run a race from the draw. 

RATINGS :  4 – 6 7 – 1 5 – 2 3 

 

RACE  4 : This is the final of the EVICUS for the two year old fillies. FAWZIA (9) has only tasted defeat 

once in her four starts to date. She has drawn to follow through nicely so will be put into the race 

and will take plenty of holding out. JOAN GRANT (1) was very impressive at her first start leading 

throughout. She look’s the leader again here so if she can get a good first half will take plenty of 

running down. SAFETY GIRL (2) has drawn much better here so will be handy throughout and can 

win as is racing well. DAYS LIKE THIS (10) has drawn to get a good run into the race. She did hit the 

line strongly in her heat coming from a long way back so has a great each way chance as does GRACE 

CAMPBELL (6). She came from last at the top of the straight when she went down by a nose. She has 

drawn a touch wide so will a bit of luck early but can win if gets it. MELLIANDRA MAGIC (3) , JOKERS 

WILD CARD (4) and LAUGHYAHEADOFF (5) are all racing ok and can fill an exotic placing. 

TOP PICK : FAWZIA (9) has the form on the board so is the one to beat. 

DANGERS : JOAN GRANT (1) draws to be a huge danger along with SAFETY GIRL. 

ROUGHIE : DAYS LIKE THIS (10) will get a good run and can win at good odds as can GRACE 

CAMPBELL (6). 

RATINGS :  9 – 1 2 – 6 10 – 3 4 5 – 11 12 – 8 13 

 

RACE  5 : This is the final of the DANDY PATCH for the two year old colts and geldings. JERRYS JET (5) 

has been the standout two year old of the season and will be hoping to keep his unbeaten record. 

He is very versatile he can do work in his races and can also sprint very quickly if needs too. He will 

push forward from the draw so will be hoping to control the race from the front so is clearly the one 

to beat. BOASSON HAGEN (1) has ran second to him at his past couple but gets his chance here after 

drawing the pole. He will be hoping to run the gate and can hold up so he can make of a race of it 

with the favourite. He is a very smart type and i’m just hoping he can hold up so will have a great 

race on our hands. FIOKI (2) has drawn to just sit behind the speed and if the two favoured runners 

get into a war he has a knockout chance as is racing well. The remaining runners will be fighting out 

for the minor first four spot. 

TOP PICK : JERRYS JET (5) he is one of the best youngsters we have produced for a while so should be 

winning. 

DANGERS :  BOASSON HAGEN (1) if holds up is a huge danger and to a lesser extent FIOKI (2). 

ROUGHIE : BLACKJACKHANOVER (6) is next best. 



RATINGS :  5 – 1 – 2 – 3 4 6 7 

 

RACE  6 : This is a very open C2 with numerous chances. OUR BEAU VITE (1) will strip much better for 

his first local run. He will be hoping to take advantage of the draw and if he can he will take plenty of 

beating. BYMARJAC (4) is racing very well and has the speed to get across so has to be an each way 

chance. BONA FIDE HUSTLER (7) was very impressive winning last start in very quick time. He has 

drawn wide tonight so will have to go back early and hope to get a cart into the race and if he does 

he can win. PUNT ROAD DISCO (9) is getting close to a win and will find this slightly easier than latest 

run. He draws to get a good run through so has a good each way chance. BLUE CHIP HARRY (6) races 

much better with cover so if they drive him that way he will be dangerous at the business end.  

GOOD BEGINNINGS (3) , BETA BOLT (5) and SCRUFFY JAKE (8) are all capable on their night and a win 

wouldn’t shock. 

TOP PICK : BONA FIDE HUSTLER (7) if run up to last run is the one to beat. 

DANGERS : BYMARJAC (4) is the leader so will be very to beat as will OUR BEAU VITE (1). 

ROUGHIE : PUNT ROAD DISCO (9) will be very dangerous here and can win. 

RATINGS : 7 – 1 4 9 – 6 – 3 5 8 – 2 10 

 

RACE  7 : This the stand start discretionary for the open class pacers. REMEMBER JOE (2) is airborne 

at present as his last two runs have been terrific. He has drawn to ping to the lead and if runs up to 

his run two starts back where it took Pachacuti the length of the straight to run him down he has to 

be the one to beat. DEVENDRA (5) is a stable mate of Pachacuti who the stable hold in high regard 

and there is not much between them. He is well placed off 10m so will lob in the first couple and will 

be a huge danger as is the class runner. OUR MELS DREAM (6) has been very good at two local runs 

but goes back to 20m here so will find this a little harder but still has a winning chance. 

BIGGERNBETTERMAX (4) is a much better horse when he finds the top so can’t see him finding it 

here so place look’s best. DIVAS DELIGHT (1) and UDOIT (3) are both very capable and can’t be 

discounted entirely. 

TOP PICK : REMEMBER JOE (2) if leads will take plenty of running down. 

DANGERS : DEVENDRA (5) is the class runner so is the danger along with OUR MELS DREAM (6). 

ROUGHIE :  UDOIT (3) if puts it altogether can run a race at odds. 

RATINGS :  2 – 5 6 – 1 3 4 

 

RACE 8 : This is the last of the night and is a very tricky race. GOTHIC RAGE (6) if you can forgive his 

last run and go on previous run he will take plenty of beating here as is well placed here.  MODERN 

TEARS (3) was ok last start and this look’s easier. She has drawn to be handy throughout so has to be 

given a winning chance. BRIDESTAR (4) will strip fitter for his first up run so has to be kept safe. 



DONT PULL MY CHAIN (1) was good at his first run when having first start for new stable in where he 

made ground late. He draws the pole here so if he can make use of it and hold up will be a big 

danger. EARL HICKEY (2) , DENVERADO (5) and BOOZY ROUGE (7) all have claims for the exotics. 

TOP PICK : GOTHIC RAGE (6) he will take plenty of holding out here. 

DANGERS : DONT PULL MY CHAIN (1) will take plenty of beating from the draw so is the danger 

along BRIDESTAR (4). 

ROUGHIE : MODERN TEARS (3) can run a race here. 

RATINGS : 6 – 1 3 4 – 2 5 7 

 


